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William F. Nolan is best known as the co-author (with George Clayton Johnson) of Logan's Run -- a science fiction novel
that went on to become a movie, a television series and is about to become a movie again -- and as single author of its
sequels.

There are differences, but not enough to justify a 3rd book. Taken by itstelf, it reminds one of average pulp
fiction. Jul 31, Greg Kerestan rated it really liked it How often can you say the third book in a series is better
than its predecessors? Highly recommended to anyone who made it this fa How often can you say the third
book in a series is better than its predecessors? Highly recommended to anyone who made it this far in the
series. Ok, check it out: These aliens then proceed to transport Logan back in time to a parallel Earth, where
Sandmen still pursue Runners. The best thing about this book is the ending, the way its utter stupidity just rolls
off you. And they give him a mission: But it gets worse. For instead of working out the details of this plot,
Nolan spends half the novel on a couple of different ones, the longest, if not the dumbest of which, begins
when Logan is falsely accused of illegal drug use and sentenced to death -- in a "Most Dangerous Game" kind
of way in the Serengeti. A book more completely bereft of imagination is hard to conceive. This was an
attempt to give the feel of the first story. It gets a young Logan and Jessica running in a world where people
still need to sleep at It involves aliens and alternate dimensions. At the end, the motivation of the aliens is
never revealed, in fact, a revelation at the end further complicates the issue. There is a subplot about acquiring
a gun that has absolutely no bearing o There is not a lot to these stores, but this was by far the worst of the
three. There is a subplot about acquiring a gun that has absolutely no bearing on the story whatsoever. I
struggled to finish this book. The first of the series is imaginative and well paced, if not particularly well
written. By this book, Nolan has run out of ideas and attempts a rehash of the first story, with extra aliens,
alternate universes and telepathy.
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2: Logan's Run by William F. Nolan & George Clayton Johnson - The Literary Phoenix
Logan's Search is a novel by William F Nolan, the third book in the series after Logan's Run and Logan's World..
Summary. Logan is running again, with the fate of the world in his hands.

In , it is against the law to live beyond the age of twenty-one years. When the crystal flower in the palm of
your hand turns from red to black, you have reached your Lastday and you must report to a Sleepshop for
processing. But the human will to survive is strongâ€”stronger than any mere law. Logan 3 is a Sandman, an
enforcer who hunts down those Runners who refuse to accept Deep Sleep. With this information driving him
forward, Logan 3 assumes the role of the hunted and becomes a Runner. Aaaaghhhh I have such mixed
feelings about this book. I came across this book randomly on my classic dystopia spree last year and decided
to add it to my collection. In fact, science-fiction mostly regulated itself to the B-rated films even then. The
world building here otherwise is pretty good. Writing a futuristic science-fiction novel where the world
building holds up half a century later is no small feat. This train of thought makes for a decent twist near the
end, actually. But in comparison, Jessica is a useless pile of dead weight that Logan carries along only because
she was also running and had a key? Considering the fact that this book is about a run â€” a journey â€” the
pacing is incredibly fast and you are bulleted into a lot of different, fascinating worlds. This is awesome to
keep interest to the story and further explore the world building. The zig-zag nature of their travels is also
important to the falling structure of society. I personally enjoyed the Molly stop the best, and wanted to see
more there. But also because of this fast pacing, you barely have time to acclimate to one setting before â€”
BAM! Literally, the twist came in the last five pages and I was really, really pleased with it. It was so
inconsequential that I just sort of shrugged and shooed Jessica off to go do things somewhere else. Right at the
end, while Logan is dealing with his twist, Jessica announces in a whine that she cannot leave because she
loves Logan. So, um, I guess that was supposed to be a romantic subplot? The romantic subplot did not work.
So, can you see my dilemma? It was a good story, but it was hindered by the authors and the period in which it
was written.
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Logan's Run is a novel by William F. Nolan and George Clayton www.enganchecubano.comhed in , the novel depicts a
dystopic ageist future society in which both population and the consumption of resources are maintained in equilibrium
by requiring the death of everyone reaching the age of

4: William F. Nolan (Author of Logan's Run)
Logan's Search (Logan Series #3) [William F. Nolan] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Mass Market Paperback with pp. White and orange illustrated cover with white spine.

5: William F Nolan | Logan's Run Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Written by William F. Nolan, Audiobook narrated by Oliver Wyman. Sign-in to download and listen to this audiobook
today! First time visiting Audible? Get this book free when you sign up for a day Trial.

6: William F. Nolan & George Clayton Johnson - Logan's Run - Centipede Press, , Limited Edition.
Logan's Search (Logan Series, 3rd Book) by Nolan, William F. and a great selection of similar Used, New and
Collectible Books available now at www.enganchecubano.com

7: Logan's Search by William F. Nolan | eBay
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William Francis Nolan (born 6 March ) is an American author, who has written hundreds of stories in the science fiction,
fantasy and horror genres. Nolan is perhaps best known for coauthoring the novel Logan's Run, with George Clayton
Johnson, but he has written literally hundreds of pieces.

8: William F. Nolan - Wikipedia
Logan's Search by William F. Nolan A readable copy. All pages are intact, and the cover is intact. Pages can include
considerable notes-in pen or highlighter-but the notes cannot obscure the text.

9: Loganâ€™s Search (Audiobook) by William F. Nolan | www.enganchecubano.com
Listen to William F. Nolan on The Old Guy Chronicles Check it out: Greg Martin interviews William F. Nolan on The Old
Guy Chronicles. We talk about Logan's Run.
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